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Dental patient reported outcome and oral health-related
quality of life measures: protocol for a systematic evidence
map of reviews
Darragh Beecher 1,2, Patrice James 1, John Browne 3, Zelda Di Blasi2, Máiréad Harding 1,4,5 and Helen Whelton6

AIMS: This research synthesis protocol addresses the question: what is the evidence concerning measurement properties of dental
patient reported outcome measures (dPROMs), and regarding the real-world value of dPROMs, and where are the gaps in this
evidence? Evidence mapping will systematically examine reviews of quantitative dPROMs used to assess the impact of oral health
on the quality of life of dental patients and research participants. Evidence gaps where future research or systematic reviews are
required will be identified.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: This protocol accords with the PRISMA-P guideline. Open Science Framework Registration https://doi.
org/10.17605/OSF.IO/RZD3N. Biomedical and grey literature databases will be searched, adapting the same search strategy.
Published or unpublished reviews evaluating any dPROM will be considered for inclusion. There will be no restriction by date,
setting, or language. AMSTAR2 and ROBIS will evaluate risk of bias. Psychometric criteria will be adapted from COSMIN. Data will be
summarised separately for specific populations and conditions.
DISCUSSION: The findings will enable clinicians and researchers to identify methodologically robust dPROMs, appropriate for use
with relevant populations and conditions. Implications for real-world practice and research will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Oral health is a subjective, dynamic, multidimensional construct,
encompassing physical, psychological, social, and emotional
domains, and is integral to overall health and wellbeing. Good oral
health enables eating, speaking, smiling, and socialising, without
experiencing embarrassment, discomfort, or pain.1 Across the life
course, the chronic, progressive nature of oral conditions has
substantial negative impacts on individuals. Yet, oral diseases remain
highly prevalent, affecting 3.5 billion people worldwide.1 Patient
reported outcomes (PROs) capture patients’ perceptions of the
impact of disease or treatment (or both) on symptoms, functioning,
and health-related quality of life. A dental patient reported outcome
(dPRO) is a narrower construct, relating specifically to patients’
subjective experience of their oral health, and has been defined as
any report of the status of a patient’s oral health condition that
comes directly from the dental patient, without interpretation of
their response by a clinician or anyone else.2,3 dPROs are measured
by dental patient reported outcome measures (dPROMs), typically
multi-item questionnaires completed by patients. Proxy reporting is
confined to parents of young children, ideally reporting only those
events or behaviours that can be observed.2 Inclusion of the public’s
evaluation of the impact of their oral health on their lives is
consistent with best-practice in dental research and evidence-based
dentistry,4,5 and provides additional evidence regarding the impact
of oral health, dental conditions, and their treatment on outcomes
that matter most to patients.6–8

Oral health-related quality of life (OHRQoL) is the most important
dPRO. More than 50 OHRQoL measures have been developed for
use with paediatric and adolescent, adult, and older dental
populations.9–11 The relationship between oral health, dental
conditions and diseases, and OHRQoL, has been explored theore-
tically12 and through diverse research and reviews.13 There is
emerging consensus among recommendations that advocate for
the inclusion of dPROs and OHRQoL in dentistry14,15 and dPRO
developers16 that OHRQoL has a four-dimensional structure.
Together, they suggest that orofacial symptoms and pain, oral
function and limitations, psychosocial impacts, and orofacial
aesthetics are valuable dPRO concepts, alongside OHRQoL.
To inform the development of this protocol, we conducted a

preliminary search based on Sischo and Broder’s17 highly cited
literature review. They reported 300 OHRQoL articles published in
the 20-year period 1990–2010, with 214 of these published 2006–10.
Repeating their published search strategy for PubMed and ProQuest
almost 10 years later, on August 13th 2020, confirmed continued
growth in publishing on this topic. Table 1 shows that 305 OHRQoL
papers were published 2011–2015, with 504 more 2016–2020. The
authors noted the relatively small number of OHRQoL review articles
published up to 2010, identifying a need for systematic reviews of
the literature. Perhaps heeding this, two-thirds of all OHRQoL
reviews now retrieved by their search strategy are published since
the beginning of 2016. Within these search results, no overviews
were identified, including no scoping reviews nor evidence maps.
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To avoid ethical pitfalls and waste of resources, clinicians and
researchers must select dPROMs that are valid and reliable,
responsive, interpretable, and feasible in relation to their research
question and the relevant population(s), condition(s), and context
(s).18,19 From the rapid search described above, we identified 45
reviews and more than 800 studies concerning OHRQoL published
during the last decade. With such abundance of prior research,
clinicians and researchers may struggle to identify the most
applicable dPROM due to discrepant findings among the numerous
studies and reviews of measurement properties and condition-
specific OHRQoL reviews available.20 Further, use of heterogenous
dPROMs, even when appropriately selected, limits the extent to
which findings can be interpreted and compared to other studies,
and restricts their inclusion in research syntheses, such as meta-
analysis, weakening the evidence base. Core outcome sets could
potentially address such issues, but to date few have been
developed in dentistry.8 A comprehensive synthesis of the current
state of the evidence concerning dPROMs appears timely.
Evaluation of the need for new or updated systematic reviews

using the Panel for Updating Guidance for systematic reviews
(PUGs) Checklist,21 and consideration of guidance on choosing a
review approach,22,23 concluded with the identification of
evidence mapping as an appropriate methodology for this
review.24 An evidence map is a systematic search of a broad field
to identify gaps in knowledge and/or future research needs that
presents results in a user-friendly format, often a visual figure or
graph, or a searchable database.25 Evidence maps identify what
evidence there is, and where gaps lie, but do not synthesise what
the evidence says as per a systematic review.26

AIMS
Our research questions are:

(1) What is the evidence concerning measurement properties
of dPROMs?

(2) What is the evidence regarding the real-world value of
dPROMs; for example, responsiveness to treatment benefits
and ability to discriminate between different patient
groups?

(3) Where are the gaps in the evidence?

METHODS AND MATERIALS
This protocol is reported per the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic review and Meta-Analysis for Abstracts (PRISMA-A)27 and
Protocols (PRISMA-P)28 checklists, adapted for evidence mapping,
and reporting of the main review will accord with PRISMA-ScR, for
Scoping Reviews.29 There are many similarities between evidence
map and scoping review methods, so in the absence of a guideline
for conducting evidence mapping, our review methods are adapted
from the JBI Manual for Evidence Synthesis—Scoping Reviews.30 The
guidance on scoping reviews in the recent JBI update and PRISMA-
ScR are mutually consistent.29,30 For clarity, we refer to evidence
mapping throughout, though individual references may originally
pertain to scoping review methods. This protocol was prospectively
registered with the Open Science Framework on September 29th,
2020 (Registration https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/RZD3N). In the
event of protocol amendments, the details of each change will be
tabulated; changes will not be incorporated into the protocol.28

Inclusion criteria
Types of evidence sources. This evidence mapping will be
conducted at a level similar to a “review of reviews” approach.
Published or unpublished systematic and non-systematic reviews
considering any dPROM will be considered for inclusion as older
reviews tend not to have used formal systematic methods. TheTa
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findings of this high-level review will indicate if a more extensive
research synthesis which includes primary studies is warranted.
Editorials and opinion pieces will be excluded, as will reviews of
outcome measures of patient satisfaction or experience.
For inclusion, each review must evaluate one or more dPROMs

regarding either measurement properties or their real-world value
(e.g., responsiveness to treatment benefits, or ability to discriminate
between different patient groups). Reviews of all quantitative
dPROMs for oral health are of interest, including condition-specific,
functional, and symptom-based measures. Generic physical and/or
mental health PROMs are beyond the dental focus of our review.
Reviews incorporating proxy-reported measures completed by
parent/caregiver will be considered for inclusion where children
cannot provide responses independently due to their young age.

Population, concept, and context. The core concepts included will
be OHRQoL, orofacial symptoms and pain, oral function and
limitations, psychosocial impacts and orofacial aesthetics. The
population and context of interest are paediatric and adolescent,
adult, and older dental patients and research participants under-
going any dental treatment, including screening.
No date restriction will be applied. There will be no restriction by

language, but as the search will be conducted through English, the
existence of an English title and abstract are required to assess the
relevance of the study. Details of non-English language reviews will be
tabulated but excluded from the review. Translation and cross-cultural
adaptation is an important aspect of dPROM development and
selection in its own right,31 and is beyond the scope of this review.

Search strategy
The search strategy balances recommendations for high sensitiv-
ity32 against feasibility,33,34 and was guided by literature regarding
searching in systematic reviews35 as well as in overviews of
systematic reviews.36

Databases will be searched from inception. MEDLINE via
PubMed and Epistemonikos will be searched, complemented by
reference checking of included studies, as this has been identified
as the best database combination to identify systematic reviews of
health-related topics.37 Embase, Web of Science, and Google
Scholar will also be searched as a minimum requirement to
guarantee adequate and efficient coverage in systematic reviews.
The COSMIN database and PsycINFO will be included as our
review topic is related to the focus of these databases.38 TRIP will
be searched to facilitate the identification of reviews at the
protocol stage, and to explore comparison with their automated
evidence mapping system, if possible. Citation searches for the
first publication and validation study associated with each dPROM
included in one or more reviews will be conducted to identify any
additional reviews that have also included the instrument.39

The search strategy will identify relevant dPROM reviews based
on the core concepts or constructs, and publication type. The
population and context will not be specified in the search as
dPROMs for all age groups used in either clinical or research
settings are relevant to the review.
As our evidence map concerns systematic and non-systematic

reviews, we will include a search for the required publication
types. We will use the most sensitive version of an optimal search
strategy for retrieving systematic reviews from MEDLINE to ensure
all relevant reviews are included in the evidence map.40 This
strategy will be supplemented by the more recently developed
PubMed systematic reviews filter which encompasses citations
assigned the “Systematic Review” publication type during MED-
LINE indexing, citations that have not yet completed MEDLINE
indexing, and non-MEDLINE citations.41 The full PubMed search
strategy is presented in Table 2.
This PubMed search strategy will be adapted for use with other

databases. During the conduct of the search, familiarity with the
evidence base will increase. Any useful search terms or sources

identified will be incorporated. The final search strategy will be
published in full, with amendments clearly identifiable.30

Grey literature, such as internal reports and working papers will
be included in our search to reduce the impact of publication
bias.42,43 We will search grey literature databases, including
OpenGrey.44 However, strategies such as contacting key informants
or third sector organisations will not be used as this would reduce
the replicability of our search due to variability in responses.42

Source of evidence selection
All records retrieved by the search strategy will be imported and
managed using Endnote X9, with additional information stored in
Microsoft Excel for Microsoft 365. A data charting form will be
developed to facilitate data extraction from titles and abstracts. After
de-duplication, a calibration exercise will take place in which three
reviewers (D.B., P.J., Z.D.B.) will independently screen 20 randomly
selected titles and abstracts against the eligibility criteria using the
form. Discrepancies between reviewers will be discussed; modifica-
tions to the form and further calibration will take place as required.
Once near perfect agreement (>80%) is achieved, screening will
continue with one reviewer (D.B.) and one verifier (P.J. or Z.D.B.).
Potentially relevant full-text articles will be retrieved. Studies

considered eligible by only one reviewer will be discussed; where
consensus regarding inclusion or exclusion cannot be achieved,
the third reviewer will make a final decision. Reasons for excluding
full-text studies will be recorded. A PRISMA flow chart will be
completed to illustrate studies included and excluded at each
stage of the study selection process.29

Data extraction
A data charting form will be developed to facilitate data extraction
from each full-text review. Piloting will initially be conducted using
two randomly selected reviews and the charting form modified as
required before full data extraction begins. A further review will
take place after data extraction from the first five studies to review
the form and ensure its consistent use. Once near perfect
agreement (>80%) is achieved, data extraction will continue with
one reviewer (D.B.) and one verifier (P.J. or Z.D.B.), with any
discrepancies resolved through discussion and the involvement of
the third reviewer, if necessary.
Data extraction will include the following domains30:

● Study publication details
● Status of study: completed or ongoing
● Geographical coverage, if applicable
● Aims/purpose
● Review methods (e.g. systematic or non-systematic review;

use of COSMIN, EMPRO or other criteria,45 if applicable)
● Inclusion criteria of systematic review

● Population(s), including condition(s)
● Concept(s)
● Context(s)
● Names of dPROMs
● Measurement properties

● Critical appraisal approach to included studies, if applicable
● Outcomes regarding measurement properties of dPROMs or

real-world value of dPROMs, including method of measure-
ment

● Key findings as they relate to our mapping review questions

Analysis of the evidence
Data from reviews of dPROMs will be categorised and summarised
separately for paediatric and adolescent, adult, and older popula-
tions, and for different oral conditions. A summary of literature
characteristics will be depicted in tabular format, including
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Table 2. PubMed search strategy.

Aspect Search query

Constructs OHRQoL #1. (Oral health[MeSH] AND quality of life[MeSH]) OR
(Oral Health[tiab] AND Quality of Life[tiab]) OR
oral health-related quality of life[tiab] OR
OHRQoL[tiab] OR
((oral health[MeSH] OR (oral[tiab] AND health[tiab]) OR oral health[tiab])
AND related[tiab] AND (quality of life[MeSH] OR (quality[tiab] AND life[tiab])
OR quality of life[tiab]))

#2. Sociodental[tiab]

#3. #1 OR #2

QoL #4. Quality of life[MeSH] OR
(quality[tiab] AND life[tiab]) OR
quality of life[tiab]

Orofacial symptoms and pain #5. Facial pain[MeSH] OR
(facial[tiab] AND pain[tiab]) OR
facial pain[tiab] OR
(orofacial[tiab] AND pain[tiab]) OR
orofacial pain[tiab]

Oral function and limitations #6. Oral function[tiab]

Psychosocial impact #7. Psychosocial impact[tiab] OR
psychological wellbeing[tiab] OR
psychological well-being[tiab] OR
emotional wellbeing[tiab] OR
emotional well-being[tiab] OR
social wellbeing[tiab] OR
social well-being[tiab] OR
dental anxiety[MeSH] OR
(dental[tiab] AND anxiety[tiab]) OR
dental anxiety[tiab]

Orofacial aesthetics #8. Orofacial appearance[tiab] OR
orofacial aesthetics[tiab] OR
dental aesthetics[MeSH]

#9. #4 OR #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8

Dental speciality #10. Dental public health[tiab] OR
endodontic[tiab] OR
restorative[tiab] OR
oral medicine[tiab] OR
oral surgery[tiab] OR
orthodontic[tiab] OR
periodontic[tiab] OR
prosthodontic[tiab] OR
paediatric dentistry[tiab] OR
special care dentistry[tiab] OR
((geriatric[tiab] OR older[tiab]) AND (dental[tiab] OR dentistry[tiab]))

#11. #9 AND #10

#12. #3 OR #11

Publication Type #13. search*[tiab] OR
meta-analysis[pt] OR
meta-analysis[tiab] OR
meta-analysis[MeSH]
OR review[pt] OR
diagnosis[sh] OR
associated[tiab]

#14. (((systematic review[ti] OR
systematic literature review[ti] OR
systematic scoping review[ti] OR
systematic narrative review[ti] OR
systematic qualitative review[ti] OR
systematic evidence review[ti] OR
systematic quantitative review[ti] OR
systematic meta-review[ti] OR
systematic critical review[ti] OR
systematic mixed studies review[ti] OR
systematic mapping review[ti] OR
systematic cochrane review[ti] OR
systematic search and review[ti] OR
systematic integrative review[ti])
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countries and contexts in which studies were conducted, review
methods, inclusion criteria, number and name of dPROMs reviewed,
characteristics of the study populations and oral conditions, and
outcomes related to the real-world value of dPROMs.30

Based on a recently published meta-review of tools to assess
the measurement properties of QoL instruments,45 we will use the
comprehensive COSMIN criteria to structure a cross-tabular
summary of measurement properties reported in included
reviews. We will additionally summarise reporting of feasibility,
including burden and fairness, and use of measures for non-
evaluative purposes, areas where COSMIN is less well developed.45

As there is no specific guideline for the evaluation of the
methodological quality of reviews of PROMs,46 critical appraisal of
the quality of included dPROM reviews will be conducted using A
MeaSurement Tool to Assess systematic Reviews 2 (AMSTAR2)47

adapted for PROM reviews,48 and the Risk of Bias in Systematic
Reviews (ROBIS) tool.49 Though critical appraisal of individual
sources of evidence is considered an optional aspect of evidence
mapping,29 the methodological quality of knowledge synthesis in
reviews of dPROMs is relevant to this review as differences in
methodology may account for discrepant findings between
included studies.
Older guidance recommends thematic analysis as part of the

process of data analysis.30 However, there is a paucity of
methodological transparency around how this might be con-
ducted.50 We will consider the feasibility and appropriateness of
this recommendation in the context of our aims, data extracted
from included studies, and current methodological guidance.30

We will document our decision and reasons for it in our report.

Presentation of the results
Tabular summaries will be adapted to the characteristics of the
included reviews to capture information relevant to our aims,
including recording of excluded reviews and records of quality
assessment. Specifically, the number and publication trends of
dPROM reviews concerning measurement properties and their
real-world value will be identified; reviews related to specific
populations and conditions will be noted. To estimate the
likelihood of new primary research articles being omitted due to
our focus on review articles, we will report the number of studies
published since the search date of the most recent review article
concerning each population or condition, though we will not
review these primary studies. This will provide an estimate of how
much new literature has been published since the period covered
by the included reviews.
Conclusions regarding the quality of dPROMS will be summarised

from reviews of measurement properties. High quality dPROMs will
be identified with respect to specific populations and conditions.
Evidence concerning the real-world value of dPROMS in terms of
responsiveness to treatment benefit and ability to discriminate
between different patient groups will be described. The feasibility
of comparisons between the impact of different oral conditions on
OHRQoL will be considered. Evidence gaps will be identified,
including populations, conditions, or constructs that are not

adequately assessed by existing dPROMs, or where further research
or systematic reviews including primary studies are required. A
descriptive summary will accompany the tabulated results.30

The format of the visual representation (i.e., the evidence map)
will be selected to facilitate access and usability of the findings by
clinicians and researchers seeking to include high quality dPROMs
in dental surveys and studies of dental interventions or
treatment,24,26 and those seeking to conduct research or a
systematic review to further the evidence concerning dPROMs.
The appropriateness of options such as bubble plots, 2D-and 3D-
matrices, a matrix of evidence, and use of pivot tables and charts
will be considered. The visual representation will also be
accompanied by a descriptive report.30 We will publish the review
in a peer-reviewed journal.

DISCUSSION
This systematic evidence map of reviews will enable clinicians and
dental researchers to identify methodologically robust dPROMs,
appropriate for use with specific populations and oral conditions.
Gaps in the evidence base will be highlighted to inform future
research, including identification of the need for a research
synthesis which includes primary studies. Implications for real-
world research, practice and policy will be discussed.
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